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Abstract
The enhancement of crop yields through manuring has been attested since early 
farming prehistory in many parts of the world. This article reviews the history of 
research into the potential archaeological evidence for this practice in Europe, the 
Mediterranean lands and the Near East. The focus is on the interpretation of ceramic 
data recovered in surface field surveys conducted since 1950 and what sorts of activ-
ities may be plausibly inferred from them. The article examines the origins of the 
model, objections to it, and recent analyses which again strengthen it. A particu-
lar case-study analyses the evidence for the protohistoric and early historic periods 
in Greece. The methodological and empirical arguments tend to strongly reaffirm 
the importance of artificial manuring in agrarian regimes of all periods, and its sig-
nificance in furthering understandings of economic and demographic history and 
prehistory.
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Introduction

A consistent feature of the publications of the Boeotia Regional Survey Project, 
Central Greece, directed by the author and Anthony Snodgrass since 1978, already 
evident in our first interim report in 1985, is the presentation of a model which 
identifies a recurrent role for artificial manuring in the creation of widespread off-
site potsherd carpets. The identification of this as significant has prompted a major 
reappraisal of the surface archaeological record in Greece and, as we shall see, it is 
already widely accepted in other parts of Europe, the Mediterranean and the Near 
East, as well as even further afield. Nonetheless, a minority of landscape archaeolo-
gists reject this interpretation of off-site sherd carpets—a rejection that has meant 
that some survey projects continue to completely avoid interpreting their offsite 
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ceramic finds This is an unfortunate situation, since detecting a specific signal for 
artificial manuring from surface finds is a unique means for detecting phases of agri-
cultural intensification, whether due to demographic pressure or commercial oppor-
tunity, and hence is of considerable historical importance. This article presents a 
systematic review of recent relevant publications, including an assessment of the 
pre-2000 background literature, and aims to assist researchers in understanding the 
model in the context of wider discussions of method and theory in surface survey.

This analysis of the literature provides both a history and an up-to-date review 
of the interpretation of off-site ceramic ‘carpets’ as evidence, primarily but never 
exclusively, for the deliberate spreading of human and animal refuse over the off-
site fields to promote their fertility—artificial manuring. The complete model also 
recognises an intermediate zone of sherd density, lower than that of the site core 
but higher than the genuinely off-site signal. This zone, immediately surrounding 
the site, we term the ‘site halo’. The site halo, we have argued, is generated by a 
range of factors including plough-spread from sites, rain-erosion, rubbish dumping, 
infield gardens, animal stalls and byres, and various activities related to other ancil-
lary buildings and work-areas, graves, shrines, and so on.

Soil Science and Traditional Agriculture

Some introductory comments on the practice of field manuring are in order. In 1991, 
the soil scientist Rob Shiel pointed out that Medieval sources highlight the supe-
rior quality of stored manure, spread and ploughed into farmland, over the casual 
droppings of grazing livestock. He also noted that historically, urban waste was also 
recycled (‘night soil’) to enhance the fields peripheral to towns, where land use was 
more intense; but added that transport costs necessarily limited such application 
to a few kilometres from its source (Shiel, 1991). More recently, Shiel (2012) has 
provided a useful guide as to why manure has been so important to human socie-
ties, observing that as soon as human plant exploitation begins and the proportion of 
plants producing food is augmented, then the amount that can be eaten is increased. 
Invariably this material is consumed elsewhere; and this depletes the nutrients avail-
able at the original source. As a result, soil fertility declines. This decline is most 
rapidly experienced where cereals are grown as a monoculture. The simplest way 
to counter this is to abandon over-exploited land and clear new areas; this, however, 
is not only very labour-intensive, but also assumes that the total human population 
density is small, so that there is room for expansion. The alternative is to take meas-
ures to recycle any available nutrient sources. But even in situations where human 
and animal waste is assiduously collected and returned to the fields, the decline of 
soil fertility is merely delayed, as the recycling of nutrients always falls short of what 
is required. Thus, Shiel suggests, artificial manuring using such natural resources 
can halt crop decline in the short but not the long term: human depopulation, land 
abandonment, or a shift to a more extensive land use is likely to result. This is a 
natural dynamic that was only finally countered through the mass introduction of 
chemical fertilisers in the late 19th century AD.
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Ancient Roman and, to a lesser extent, Greek agronomists, preserved in diverse 
sources, also preserve plentiful references to artificial manuring of the kind our 
model envisages, and information and instruction on the theme is then elaborated 
on in Medieval European and Islamic texts (White, 1970; Wilkinson, 1982; Alcock, 
Cherry & Davis 1994; R. Jones, 2012b; Forbes, 2013). A famous first mention is 
found in Homer’s Odyssey, dating to somewhere around the 7th century BC, where 
Odysseus’ dog Argos is described as lying neglected ‘on the heaps of dung from 
the mules and cattle which lay in profusion at the gate, awaiting removal by Odys-
seus’ servants as manure for his estate’ (Odyssey, 19, pp. 297–300). Although in 
the developed Western world, the use of chemical fertilisers had become standard 
in farming by around AD 1900, in many other places, including the more rural, iso-
lated, or distant parts of Europe, organic midden manuring and spreading of urban 
night soil continued to be significant, to within living memory; indeed night soil 
remains today a vital source of nitrogen for farming around urban centres in other 
parts of the world (see below).

Landscape Archaeology and Sherd Scatters

Let us now turn to a survey of the key publications preceding and following our 
initial deployment of the artificial manuring model in the Boeotia Survey (most of 
them before a lively debate over this interpretation in the academic literature, which 
took place between 1994 and 2002).

During the first half of the twentieth century in Britain, the development of land-
scape archaeology linked the recording of ancient field systems to sherd scatters. 
In particular, this was discussed by Rhodes (1950), who observed that the thin but 
widespread scatter of Romano-British potsherds, which can be picked up from the 
surface and lynchets of ‘Celtic’ fields, is a phenomenon which the field-walker soon 
learns to accept as a matter of course. Even at this early stage, Rhodes investigated 
the soil context through excavation and was able to establish the important fact that 
such sherds are incorporated into the field systems and do not represent occupation 
or other on-site deposits. More than 75% of the Iron Age and Roman field systems 
examined showed contemporary, period-appropriate manuring scatters.

In the 1970s, a major landscape archaeology project on the German island of Sylt 
identified three phases of population pressure appearing in marginal areas. These 
dated to the Iron Age, the Viking to High Medieval era and, finally, to the Early 
Modern period, and each was associated with the movement of soil (potsherds 
incorporated) from more fertile contexts, including settlement areas, into the culti-
vated land (Kossack, 1974). Fields were identified by plough-marks, hay ricks and, 
latterly, the recorded plans of field boundaries.

In a separate development in the United States, and also during the 1970s, inten-
sive archaeological surface survey was beginning to prevail over earlier, extensive 
forms of fieldwork, and it was being increasingly recognised that site-focused sur-
vey typically ignored the recurrent presence of ‘off-site’ artefacts, lithic or ceramic, 
which, when properly observed, were seen often to cover much larger areas of the 
landscape (albeit at lower densities), than sites (Thomas, 1975). Thus was born 
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‘non-site survey’, where the individual surface artefact became the primary unit of 
observation. In the first season of our Boeotia Project in Central Greece, we recorded 
off-site data in a qualitative way, but from the second, 1979, season onwards, such 
data were recorded mechanically and quantitatively. This hastened recognition of the 
prevalence of off-site finds throughout lowland Greece, and by 1983, John Cherry 
would describe the Mediterranean surface record as ‘likely to consist of a virtually 
continuous spatial distribution of material over the landscape, but a distribution 
extremely variable in density’ (Cherry, 1983, p. 395).

In the early 1980s, the Vilauba Project in Spain found that its survey was ham-
pered by the intensity of Early Modern manuring over all fields in the region, attested 
to by very large quantities of rubbish including potsherds (Jones et al., 1982). The 
Montarrenti Survey, Italy (Barker, 1984; Barker et al., 1986), mapped Roman and 
Medieval sherds, concentrated mostly within a few hundred metres of village, ham-
let and farm sites, whereas post-Medieval scatters were present in almost every field, 
occurring up to one or two kilometres away from settlements. On the ‘manuring 
interpretation’, this implied the expansion of enhanced cultivation over time, show-
ing that the extension of sherd carpets could be a sensitive guide to cycles of land 
use. This project noted that similar results had been obtained from the Farfa Survey 
(north-central Italy). In Hampshire, England, a pioneer intensive survey by Shennan 
(1985) noted that Roman off-site manuring scatters varied according to soil fertility, 
neglecting heavier soils used for pasture in favour of the lighter-soiled arable sectors.

An edited volume in 1988 broadened the local German coastal study that had 
been reported on by Kossack (mentioned above) to survey man-made soils over a 
large part of lowland north-west Europe. Known as ‘plaggen soils’ (Groenmann-
van Waateringe & Robinson, 1988) (see Fig. 1), these label and characterize very 
extensive regions of poor, sandy soils where permanent farming is only possible 
through regular manuring, using transported soil from more fertile locations, includ-
ing domestic and stock enclosures (ceramic inclusions and charcoal are common). 
Plaggen soils were reviewed more recently by Pears (2012) for the Netherlands, 
Scotland and Ireland.

A watershed was reached in the early 1980s, when the finest contemporary expo-
nent of Near Eastern geoarchaeology, the late Tony Wilkinson, began to produce a 
series of landmark papers on off-site pottery scatters, which continued to be pub-
lished up to his great work of synthesis on the evolution of Near Eastern landscapes 
in 2003 (Ball et al., 1989; Wilkinson, 1982, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1998, 
1999, 2003). Wilkinson’s achievement rested on several strong, personal factors. 
First, he had worked in almost every country of the Near East; secondly, he was 
both a physical geographer and a field archaeologist; and thirdly, his work on off-site 
ceramics was so thorough that its main conclusions are never now questioned, even 
by the small group of ‘manuring sceptics’ in Greece. Wilkinson did, however, face 
initial resistance from traditional Near Eastern field surveyors, after criticising them 
for their over-reliance on mounded-sites (tells), and thus for paying little or no atten-
tion to flat sites.

Wilkinson’s research into off-site manuring ‘carpets’ involved mapping these 
in many landscapes, then using his own geomorphic sections to prove that they 
did not represent sites. At the same time he made another major contribution, by 
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demonstrating that the radial extent of these sherd carpets correlated systematically 
with the size of their settlement of origin: small rural sites, for instance, would have 
manure spreads of a few hundred metres’ radius, while for towns the radius could 
extend several kilometres. To the criticism that off-site scatters were due to the 
recent practice (in Arabic, sabakh) whereby modern villagers mine tells for fertile 
soil to spread on their fields, he argued that this would create multi-period scatters, 
whereas the dominant manuring carpets that he was able to recognize were confined 
to one or two periods only, in each landscape, usually coinciding with a peak of 
local population and hence, in his view, with pressure to increase food production. 
Thus, importantly, off-site manuring spreads can be described as a ‘punctuated equi-
librium’ phenomenon: in most eras, as well as some landscapes, they are entirely 
absent. He was also able to identify farmers’ tracks, radiating out of prehistoric and 
ancient settlements (‘hollow ways’), which marked access to these manured infields, 

Fig. 1  Man-made soils in north-western Europe, from van de Westeringhe, 1988, Fig. 2.1
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and also formed routes into lands further out, with little or no sherd scatters—where, 
he suggested, lay the primary pastoral land. Importantly, animal manure in these 
zones would be deposited directly on to fields, so that manuring sherd carpets may 
signify those areas requiring more intense fertilisation, that is, the primary cereal-
growing land for a settlement.

Roughly contemporary with Wilkinson’s Near Eastern work was a 1985 Danish 
report outlining the analysis of a buried Iron Age field in Denmark, using phosphate 
analysis and soil micromorphology. It showed that around a settlement site the soils 
had been enriched by animal and human waste (again incorporating potsherds) for 
manuring purposes; this was a known historical tradition for the infield (the inner 
zone of land-use around a domestic site) in Denmark, recorded in 19th-century 
accounts (Liversage, Munro et  al. 1985). In the same year, an intensive survey at 
Maddle Farm, England, focusing on the landscape around a Roman villa, recording 
a manuring carpet of the same age that covered some 500 ha (Gaffney et al., 1985); 
the pattern of scatters followed the best arable land, while land more likely to be 
pasture was neglected. A similar discrimination could be shown for the Medieval 
era, so that the Maddle Farm results became much cited. In 1991, Peter Hayes wrote 
that ‘sparse scatters of abraded sherds commonly found on fields in Britain have 
long been interpreted as the product of manure spreading’, then went on to describe 
how his own survey and those of others in England and in Southern France, had suc-
ceeded in demonstrating that Roman and Medieval sherd scatters clearly demarcated 
arable, as opposed to pasture sectors, in the areas of recorded rural settlement (1991, 
p. 82). In the same year, Rasmussen suggested that increased sherd spreads around 
Roman sites in the Tuscania Survey in Italy marked manuring areas (Rasmussen, 
1991).

In 1992, the Italian Rieti Survey described site-level ceramic density, followed by 
an area of lesser density bordering site cores (which in Greece we had already chris-
tened the site ‘halo’), and finally a yet lower level which could be linked to manur-
ing. This last category would provide insight into past land use: thus, Roman farm-
ing could be shown to focus on land at higher elevations, with lower levels used as 
pasture, whereas in the Early Modern era both zones were seen to be intensively cul-
tivated, as evidenced by site numbers and also from the associated off-site scatters 
(Coccia & Mattingley, 1992). These results echoed those of the Montarrenti Survey 
cited earlier. In Portugal, around the Bronze Age settlement of Agroal, a publication 
in the same year combining excavation, survey and soil geochemistry, distinguished 
between the settlement, middens and manured fields (Lillios, 1992).

The Contribution of the Boeotia Survey

In the following section, our own contribution to the development and use of the 
‘Manuring Model’, from the 1980s to the 2010s, is summarised by reference to the 
Boeotia Survey evidence for Central Greece.

As noted earlier, like most ‘New Wave’ surveys in Greece from the 1970s 
onwards, we rapidly adopted the North American-inspired, artefact-based, non-site 
approach in the Boeotia Survey from 1979 onwards. ‘New Wave’ was my term for 
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this (borrowed from the innovative Nouvelle Vague cinema of 1960s France)—a 
label I felt appropriate for the first group of intensive, that is field-by-field, rather 
than extensive, surveys that started up in the Mediterranean from the beginning 
of the 1970s, inspired by advances in the USA. The approach not only allowed us 
to make quantitative evaluations of potential sites, including the strength of their 
occupation, but also revealed a new, and at the time unexpected, phenomenon: that 
nearly all the cultivable land in those areas that we field-walked was covered with a 
carpet of potsherds. Initially we compared the density of such offsite finds with field 
densities from other Mediterranean, Near Eastern and north-western European sur-
veys: these showed a clear cline in density, from temperate Europe, via the Mediter-
ranean lands, into the more arid areas of the Near East (Bintliff & Snodgrass, 1988). 
This cline we explained through different post-depositional conditions: soil growth 
in NW Europe, soil thinning in the Mediterranean and wind deflation in the arid 
Near East.

As for the origin of these carpets, we summarized the evidence on erosion, plough 
movement and casual discard, finding them ultimately inadequate to account for the 
visible parameters of these carpets, which spread uphill, crossed natural barriers, and 
were mostly continuous. The experimental data for sherd movement, ‘sherd lagging’ 
during soil loss, and the nature of slope erosion, all indicated that such landscape-
wide carpets could not be produced by unintentional displacement processes. The 
most likely explanation was deliberate manuring from sites of all sizes, a position 
matching that of the parallel research being conducted by Wilkinson throughout the 
Near East. We also drew a distinction, first outlined in 1985 (Bintliff & Snodgrass, 
1985), between the site core, and its immediate periphery—the ‘halo’, with lower 
than core densities. The halo, we suggested, was generated through a combination of 
factors: the spreading of site core finds outwards by weather and tillage, the build-
up of ancient peripheral rubbish dumps, the existence of infield, intensely-cultivated 
gardens, sheds and byres, and of burials. The off-site carpet proper, we went on to 
argue in 1988, was essentially (but not entirely) composed of manuring material of 
human and animal origin (stall and yard rubbish, including formal middens, animal 
bone, household waste from meals), all of them likely to include broken artefacts. 
We also noted, early on, that there existed surface phenomena distant from site cores 
and their surrounding haloes, but at a density level also lying between that of sites 
and of the non-site zones: limited clustered finds, which could represent non-resi-
dential field bases, vestigial occupation sites, and isolated rural cemeteries.

During this same period, I co-directed an international survey on the island of 
Hvar, Croatia, in a Greco-Roman lowland landscape, where we again mapped site 
haloes, as well as off-site manuring spreads, of ancient and Medieval–Early Mod-
ern date (Bintliff & Gaffney, 1988). Here, significantly, local informants told us that 
such a practice had survived into living memory, and they provided us with a very 
useful additional piece of information, namely that the inclusion of tile and large 
ceramic was seen as advantageous for aerating the soil.

I can now move to summarize our later work on the off-site, based on a few key 
publications (Bintliff & Howard, 1999; Snodgrass, 1990) and our two volumes Test-
ing the Hinterland (Bintliff, Howard & Snodgrass 2007) and The City of Thespiai 
(Bintliff, Farinetti, Slapsak  et al. 2017). An important test of our approach came 
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with the analysis of the rural hinterland of ancient Thespiai city. The quantified off-
site surface-sherd record within the area surveyed could be calculated as 1.37 mil-
lion elements, a number which can be multiplied several times over in order to take 
account of the proportion likely to remain in the underlying plough soil. Experi-
ments by Peter Reynolds (1982) at Butser Ancient Farm in Hampshire, England, 
have suggested that some 16–17% of sherds in the ploughzone can come to the sur-
face during a major cultivation event. This multiplier has been supported from the 
evidence of soil pits by several researchers, including ourselves in Boeotia, where 
Peter Reynolds excavated test-pits within the off-site near ancient Hyettos city 
(Bintliff, 1991). The dated sample of this off-site carpet around Thespiai revealed 
a surprisingly clear pattern: some 80% of it was Classical Greek to Early Hellen-
istic in date, with relatively little that could be assigned to earlier or later periods 
(Fig. 2). Interestingly, although the landscape had housed notable rural settlements 
in Roman times, we found only site haloes for that era. For the Medieval to Early 
Modern era, we could map a limited ‘infield’ halo, but stretching several hundred 
metres, from the pair of deserted villages of Erimokastro, founded near the edge 
of now-abandoned ancient Thespiai city. Following textual sources from Medieval 
north-west Europe (Tinniswood, 1995), we would currently like to suggest that lim-
ited village manure scatters for the equivalent era in Greece may represent an infield 
subject to annual cereal cropping, as opposed to the outfield with far more limited 
settlement-derived manure and cultivated on an alternate-year fallow regime. The 
radial diameters of our offsite carpets agreed with the generalisations of Wilkinson, 
with the manuring carpets from the major (72 ha) ancient city of Thespiai reaching 

Fig. 2  The date profile for offsite ceramic carpets in the surroundings of ancient Thespiai city, Boeotia, 
central Greece
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two kilometres in radius, and so conforming to Wilkinson’s scale for urban-based 
off-site generation. Phil Howard, using GIS, demonstrated how the friction of dis-
tance and slope, for carting manure from the city, could account for variations in off-
site density at different distances and altitudes (Howard, 2007). It was noteworthy 
that this same district revealed several small Classical Greek rural cemeteries, which 
often became visible in fieldwalking through their being spared from contempo-
rary ancient manuring. One supposed habitation site near the city, LSE 2, however, 
despite high ceramic surface densities when subjected to intensive gridding, showed 
no concentric focus, nor sherd density rising to a site core, while its dated sherd 
density by period was the same as in all the surrounding fields; thus it could be 
explained as merely part of the most intense area of manuring close to the city walls.

Just as Wilkinson had emphasized the ‘punctuated-equilibrium’ of large-scale 
landscape manuring in the Near East (notably present for the Early Bronze Age and 
Late Roman eras), so we found just a single phase in Boeotia, roughly the  5th–3rd 
centuries BC, to match this pattern. The more limited Medieval recurrence repre-
sented an intensive infield manuring around the villages, with a thinner outfield 
carpet reaching a further kilometre. We stressed not only that other surveys need 
not necessarily expect to find comparable evidence for the practice, but that, given 
the claim that it reflects phases of unusual stress on agrarian productivity, driven by 
food shortages or commercial pressures, it might never have occurred in other land-
scapes lacking such historical circumstances. For us, the lack of manuring carpets 
in other surveys is taken as evidence, not for the failure of the model, but for the 
absence there of unusual regional pressures stimulating such behaviour. It will also 
be recalled that pastoral sectors of any exploited landscape should, as Gaffney and 
Wilkinson had already demonstrated, be expected to lack such manuring carpets.

A further feature to stress is the scalar one: in Boeotia the dominant pattern 
of sherd carpets could be tied to radial dispersal from city and large village sites. 
This was most clearly brought out by our survey in the hinterland of the ancient 
city of Tanagra (Bintliff, 2012, pp. 274–276). Around the town, for a distance 
of up to two kilometres, we mapped a continuous, low-density scatter of ancient 
ceramics, crossing streams and other barriers, running uphill and declining with 
distance from its urban source—thus, a typical zone of intensive cultivation using 
domestic rubbish (Fig. 3). But survey in the more distant territory of the city, 7 
to 8 km away, found merely site haloes on a scale appropriate to the ancient and 
medieval rural sites that we discovered there. Distance from the massive rubbish 
resources of the city was clearly the decisive difference. The inner urban fields 
were farmed by commuting citizens, whereas the distant zone was worked from 
the rural sites themselves, with much more limited domestic manure resources. It 
remains quite likely, however, that in the outer territory, largely sherd-empty but 
still fertile areas lying in between the site haloes, cultivation was still being car-
ried out without the aid of household manure: if some fertilisation was available 
from flocks kept in this outer part of the territory, it would also be invisible to 
surface survey (as pointed out by Forbes, 2013). More recently, in a forthcom-
ing monograph on our survey at the ancient city of Hyettos, in north Boeotia, we 
record that this small ancient city (15.8  ha) has a suitably spatially-limited but 
very strong manure carpet of Classical Greek date radiating out from its urban 
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fortifications (Bintliff, Farinetti & Snodgrass, in press)  (Fig. 4). We thus recog-
nise a range of surface phenomena ranging from clear high-density occupation 
sites, low-density manuring carpets and intermediate-density site haloes. Close-
detail quantitative mapping of the off-site will identify highs and lows within it, 
while some high-density localities near cities (as with the same Thespian site, 
LSE 2) may lie at the top end of manuring density and mimic the numbers for a 
small independent site. The variations probably reflect overlapping factors such 
as differential intensity of manure application by individual estate owners, varied 
soils and crops requiring variable fertilisation treatment, and the friction of dis-
tance and slope effects.

Vestigial sites, non-residential or temporary activity locations can display scatters 
thin enough as to be barely, if at all, distinguishable from the surrounding off-site, 
where that is unusually dense. Additionally, areas with poor surface visibility will 
often provide ambiguous sherd cover, preventing their classification. Certain phases 
with poorly-made ceramics will also be numerically under-represented on the sur-
face and will lack strong apparent densities unless they form part of larger sites: 
much of Boeotian later prehistory falls into this category. These last three situations 
have led us to create the concept of ‘Hidden Landscapes’ as a significant problem 
for surface survey archaeology (Bintliff, Howard & Snodgrass 1999). For all these 
reasons, the evaluation of all surface phenomena has to be contextual, ruling out any 
simple fix based on a numerical threshold, separating a real site from real off-site 
(contra Keay & Millett, 1991, but noted already by Plog et al., 1978—see below).

Fig. 3  The offsite carpets radiating from the ancient city of Tanagra, Boeotia
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Alternative Explanations and the Response to Them

Let me now move to discuss studies which criticize and reject, in whole or part, 
the ‘manuring model’ for widespread, low-density off-site ceramic spreads. Out-
lining these as fairly as possible, I will then provide summaries of several refuta-
tions of these criticisms, which, appear to adequately meet the various objections, 
reaffirming the validity of the model.

As already intimated, Tony Wilkinson received some criticism from other 
Near Eastern field surveyors (see especially comments attached to Wilkinson, 
1994, and Wilkinson, 2004), for his emphasis on the importance of off-site sherd-
scatter recording, plausibly in part as a reaction to his own forthright critique of 
the many projects which still persisted in extensive, tell-focused research—those 
that rejected the turn to intensive, non-site survey across this whole region. He 
refuted the argument that it was the recent mining of tells for manuring soil that 
produced the observed pattern, with the observation of the single-period off-site 
carpets (see above). He countered the lack of engagement with the results of his 
detailed studies of Near Eastern offsite-carpets with the humorous comment: ‘It 
is evidence, however, that manuring and off-site scatters have taken the atten-
tion of many, to the point that the commentaries should perhaps have been enti-
tled “No Turd Unstoned” [a pun on the metaphorical phrase ‘no stone unturned’] 
(Wilkinson, 1994, pp. 514–515).

Fig. 4  The offsite carpets surrounding the ancient city of Hyettos, Boeotia
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A first negative response to our own adoption of the manuring model appeared 
with the publication of the Kea Survey (Cherry et al., 1991). It is true that this pro-
ject acknowledged that the team found ‘an almost continuous spatial distribution of 
cultural materials across the landscape, peaking at places we might call sites’; that 
‘within off-site some denser spots may well be vestigial activity foci’; and that ‘it is 
a palpable fact that the archaeological landscape of Greece comprises a more or less 
continuous distribution of artefacts at varying density levels’ (Cherry et al., 1991, 
pp. 45, 48). However, the manuring model is dismissed, because the Kea off-site 
does not fall off in density from a single source. This overlooks the fact that, with a 
very small urban site at the periphery of the landscape surveyed, an elongated and 
narrow territory, and an abundance of Classical farm sites, the bulk of the offsite 
might well have been spread locally and radially from these numerous estate centres 
rather than from the city. Regrettably, the data collected for the off-site are admitted 
to be ‘rudimentary’ (Cherrys et al., 1991, p. 338); and indeed the off-site ceramics 
that had been collected were of such a limited range of forms (essentially Classi-
cal Greek table-wares and Late Roman amphorae) as to prohibit any analysis. The 
reader is finally offered the suggestion that the off-site might just represent a number 
of missed farm sites, although certainly this off-site reflects some degree of intensity 
of cultivation. It was discouraging for field surveyors to be told that ‘there exists no 
reasoned basis for inference about the nature and origins of differentiated densities 
of artifacts across the landscape’ (Cherry et al., 1991, p. 21).

The same team was in part behind a subsequent challenge to our manuring 
research (Alcock, Cherry & Davis 1994), although this in turn was critiqued as 
a topic which some traditionalists considered to be unnecessary (and unpleasant) 
detail for the noble study of Classical Archaeology. This was clearly expressed by 
Sarah Morris in a review of Alcock, Cherry & Davis 1994, and the response to that 
paper in a postscript to the same volume (Snodgrass, 1994), who complained ‘mak-
ing a mountain out of a manure hill will leave many readers with a ludicrous view of 
survey archaeology’ (Morris, 1995, p. 185).

In the Alcock, Cherry & Davis paper, although Wilkinson’s studies were largely 
accepted, our own application of them to Greece was not. The authors pointed out 
that wider sherd carpets are not universal in Greece, and that the site halo ‘reflects 
the inclusion of the farmyard, courtyard and outbuildings, where dung heaps with 
cultural refuse would have been, as well as the intensively cultivated vegetable gar-
dens, fruit trees, etc. This is the equivalent of the ‘halo’ around the actual buildings 
on the site’ (Alcock, Cherry & Davis 1994, pp. 160–161). These points had already, 
as I have earlier stated, been made by us in our own preceding papers. The solid 
meat of the article is, rather, a complex series of calculations of how much manure, 
and how much incorporated pottery within it, can have been produced on a Classi-
cal farm; far too little, the authors conclude, to account for the massive offsite sherd 
carpets. But from this point on, the argument becomes less focussed: they admit that 
ancient and medieval to early modern sources testify to widespread field manuring, 
and that this would be particularly likely to have been carried out around ancient 
urban centres, and that ceramics would have been included in it. They contest, how-
ever, the interpretation by Ault (for detail see his later paper, Ault, 1999, and mono-
graph, Ault, 2005), of what he identified as manure collection pits (koprones) at the 
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ancient city of Halieis in southern mainland Greece. And in the end, while allowing 
that some of this carpet could be manuring, they insist that there have to be many 
other mechanisms to account for the phenomenon. About these they do not enter 
into detail, pointing out however that their intensive Nemea Survey in the north-
ern Peloponnese of mainland Greece, had not detected manuring carpets. (For more 
recent contradictory data on this survey see further below.)

By 1997, members of the same team (Davis et al., 1997) made further pronounce-
ments on the manure hypothesis in the reports from the Pylos Survey in the south-
western Peloponnese, also in mainland Greece: ‘monocausal explanations for light 
artefact scatters found in Mediterranean landscapes are often inappropriate and can 
too narrowly confine the range of mechanisms that may result in the deposition of 
cultural material offsite’ (Davis et al., 1997, p. 414). This somewhat vague statement 
then leads them to limit specific comment on their recorded off-site, merely noting 
that there were altitude differences by period in its distribution. A promise was made 
(Davis et al., 1997, p. 485) for the future, to explain the creation of low-density arte-
fact distributions, but by 2005 the report of the Pylos Survey abandoned the analysis 
of the offsite altogether (Alcock et al., 2005).

Thus this group of ‘manuring sceptics’, at one and the same time, have allowed 
and approved of Wilkinson’s explanation of Near Eastern off-site carpets in terms 
of ancient manuring, and then disputed its recognition in Greek landscapes. Those 
involved pronounced on the sheer complexity of likely contributory processes, but 
have since neglected to provide the promised attempts to explain sherd carpets. Their 
later surveys note the presence of offsite carpets and either refer to them vaguely as 
‘indications of land use intensity’ (which most of us would be happy to interpret as 
manuring), or ignore them. Thus Jack Davis in 2004, describing the Dyrrachium 
Survey results in Albania, reports that in the hinterland of this major ancient city 
‘an almost continuous litter of artifacts was detected and documented by survey 
teams’; but we are given no interpretation of its significance (Davis, 2004). Again in 
2007, reporting on his Apollonia Survey in Albania, Davis records that concentra-
tions of artefacts extend more than 1 km west of the ancient city walls, but he then 
moves quickly on to discuss only the sites (Davis, 2007). Alcock and her colleagues 
in her recent Petra Project (Knodell et al., 2017, p. 640) likewise record spikes of 
high density ceramics near known sites, while the off-site spreads were nearly con-
tinuous; this her team interprets as ‘widespread patterns of activity throughout the 
landscape’. The most widespread of these ceramics are Early–Middle Roman, and 
mark ‘intensification of land use’ (Knodell, Alcock et al., 2017, p. 669), whereas the 
scarcer Late Roman off-site is more localised, but still ‘suggesting ongoing use of 
terrace systems’ (Knodell, Alcock et al., 2017, p. 670). An all-but acknowledgement 
of the manuring interpretation?

In 2001 Pettegrew took up the neglected challenge to come up with alternative 
explanations for the off-site phenomenon in Greece, in a debate with Foxhall and 
Osborne (Pettegrew et  al., 2001). Pettegrew covers some of the same ground, as 
recognised by Wilkinson and our team in Boeotia, in repeating scholars’ sugges-
tions that smaller and less diverse artefact clusters represent non-residential build-
ings and activity areas, such as storage sheds, field buildings, animal pens, beehives, 
and gardens; while post-depositional processes, such as erosion, or the ‘smearing’ of 
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artefact clusters through ploughing, might be responsible for some low-density scat-
ters in the countryside. However he expands on this uncontroversial view, to provide 
an original explanation for the extensive sherd carpets as whole. While rejecting 
their association with land use intensification, he opts instead for a revised demo-
graphic argument, that they represent a previously invisible underclass. In his argu-
ment he deploys another of our Boeotia-based models, that of the prehistoric ‘hid-
den landscape’ (Bintliff et al., 1999, introduced earlier in our discussion), to provide 
a radical new explanation for the historical Greco-Roman off-site carpets. Our thesis 
had been that some periods of the past have typical ceramics rendered almost invisi-
ble to survey, through coarse fabrics and long-term attrition in the plough-soil, caus-
ing their small and short-lived rural sites to be under-represented in the recorded site 
maps. Pettegrew uses this same model to suggest that Greco-Roman off-site car-
pets are primarily created by a vast spread of shacks built by the poor, their location 
shifting so frequently that they eventually form a continuous surface around ancient 
cities. The artefactual poverty of such sites then causes them to be unrecognised as 
genuine occupation sites, rather than off-site.

Lin Foxhall in her response, although conceding that perhaps some farms were 
so poor as to resemble off-site, comments that the survey of a varied landscape such 
as Methana revealed a lowland zone with dense sites and off-site, but also an upland 
with simple farm sites only and no off-site carpet. This neatly parallels our own 
experience in the inner and outer territory of ancient Tanagra, already cited. Just as 
the Classical upland sites at Methana were by no means wealthy farmers’ homes, so 
we were able to find the smallest scale of Classical farm in the deeper Tanagra hin-
terland. If the supposed shacks of the poor in both survey areas are clearly absent in 
the remoter landscape, whilst we do find poor but recognisable small farms instead, 
this still leaves it open for them to have clustered in shanty-towns around walled 
cities; but precisely in the land closest to ancient Tanagra city, small farms were dis-
covered, with indications of relative poverty in their assemblages, yet clearly stand-
ing out from the offsite carpets all around them (V. Stissi, pers.com.). Foxhall adds 
that ancient farm sites in her experience are indeed often far from wealthy estate 
centres, often evidencing reused tiles, which were unlikely to have been removed 
when a farm was abandoned. Actually traditional houses in Corinthia show that old 
and broken tiles are not removed: instead, additional layers are placed to manage the 
potential leaks (P. Lock pers.com.)

In 2002 we also responded to this discussion (Bintliff, Farinetti, Howard et al., 
2002). Surveys, including ours, have in fact distinguished sites where the limited 
range of pottery types, or the predominance of tile or agricultural processing equip-
ment, have encouraged belief in a partially or entirely non-residential function. It 
is precisely the degree of build-up of refuse around the site core (the ‘halo’), and 
the range of activity indicators (storage, processing and table-wares, lamps, weaving 
equipment), that mark distinctive levels of residential activity. Secondly, identified 
surface ‘farms’ can often be small enough for no more than one or two roofed struc-
tures: we cannot imagine a smaller ‘poor’ farm, yet Classical off-site scatters have 
a similar proportion of tile to that found on the recognised farm sites. If we were to 
imagine our continuous off-site carpet as comprising the traces of farms, we would 
have to assume that a large proportion of the prime agricultural fields within the 
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first 2 to 3 km radius from these Boeotian cities was occupied, within the period c. 
500–300 BC, by a continuous and dense mass of farms. If residential farms typically 
survived several generations, there would remain very little land to be cultivated, 
given that the location of the main suburban carpets occupies the best and closest 
cereal-producing land to the town. Such a city hinterland would then be typified by 
an unbroken spread of farm sites, each some 0.2–0.3 ha in area; so leaving (worse 
still) no nearby land for urban residents (most of whom were active farmers, it is 
now generally accepted, in the typical Greek city-state) to cultivate. Finally, if the 
offsite carpets of Thespiai city were part of an extramural town, its total size would 
be 12.6 square kilometres—the size of Imperial Rome.

We can certainly point to simple non-residential Classical sites, and to occu-
pied farms without any sign of wealth or sophistication (in a forthcoming volume 
we document both types around Hyettos: Bintliff, Farinetti & Snodgrass, in press), 
while there are no findings that support the vision of an almost seamless shanty-
town round cities, none of which ever appear as concentrations of tile or ceramic. 
Our own test-pits moreover match those made by Wilkinson, in showing no evi-
dence for structures underlying such ‘peri-urban’ off-site carpets.

Surprisingly, even though one of the first critics of the ‘manuring hypothesis’ 
had conceded that the Mediterranean surface record ‘is likely to consist of a virtu-
ally continuous spatial distribution of material over the landscape, but a distribu-
tion extremely variable in density’ (Cherry, 1983, p. 395), one of the achievements 
of this critique has been to induce many projects to abandon altogether the further 
investigation of the off-site. Let me illustrate this from one of the finest recent Italian 
surveys, the Potenza Valley Project, which reported, as recently as 2017, that owing 
to ‘prevailing uncertainties about the genesis of [off-site pottery]’ (Vermeulen et al., 
2017, p. 112), it had been decided just to focus research effort on the sites. Likewise, 
the Homs Project in Syria (Philip & Bradbury, 2010) records, without further inves-
tigation, that Roman and Late Roman pottery form a low-level background noise 
across much of the basalt landscape.

These are not the only projects which, when confronted by off-site carpets, avoid 
trying to analyse them, or offer only non-committal comments. David Pettegrew and 
his colleagues, as with other manuring sceptics, also express indeterminacy when 
commenting on off-site carpets in recent projects. Thus, in discussing the Eastern 
Corinthia Survey in Greece, Pettegrew begins encouragingly: ‘Studying the land-
scape in terms of artifacts rather than sites is among the most important develop-
ments of the trend in Mediterranean survey towards refining and intensifying data 
collection’; while ‘returning to more extensive approaches ... now seem(s) inconsist-
ent with the complexity of the artifactual record’ (in Caraher, Nakassis & Pettegrew 
2006, pp. 7–8). Yet later in the same study, we read that site densities allow of just 
one Archaic site, while for the same period the off-site shows much low-level, con-
textless activity that would have been missed by an approach focussed merely on 
peak-density sites. This and later off-site patterns, down to the Late Roman era, are 
not however attributed to any specific human behaviour. Likewise, in a following 
paper, the same author and colleagues note that much of this Eastern Corinthia Pro-
ject study area is covered by a near-continuous carpet of Late Antique artefacts of 
fluctuating, but high, densities which they attribute to intensive agriculture and land 
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use, however without further explanation (Pettegrew, 2007). Again, members of the 
same group, in the Pyla-Koutsopetra Survey on Cyprus, explain prominent Late 
Roman sherd carpets either as the remains of agricultural activity, or as small-scale 
buildings, without additional elucidation (Caraher, Scott Moore & Pettegrew 2014). 
Finally, the more recent Western Argolid Survey, Greece, has mapped an extensive 
Classical Greek off-site scatter across the arable land of the ancient town of Orneai. 
This was compared to the off-site scatter we had described for the land surrounding 
the city of Thespiai but, probably because of the ‘manuring debate’, team members 
were content merely to leave it to future study to refine its function (Gallimore et al., 
2016).

Responses to these various criticisms or sidestepping of the manuring model 
began with Anthony Snodgrass commenting on the 1994 paper by Alcock, Cherry 
and Davis, at the end of the volume in which it appeared (Snodgrass, 1994). 
Snodgrass pointed out that the calculations by Alcock, Cherry and Davis of sherd 
quantities in manure, based on ethnoarchaeological parallels, had failed to acknowl-
edge that far greater quantities of ceramics were used in everyday life by pre-modern 
Mediterranean communities, than have been since (based on their partial to eventu-
ally almost complete substitution by metal and eventually plastic containers). He was 
able to cite the numbers of sherds recovered in the manure pits (koprones) claimed 
for ancient Halieis (at that time published only in a brief summary form: Ault, 1993; 
cf. Ault, 1999, 2005), and made some appropriate calculations. Although Alcock, 
Cherry and Davis (1994, pp. 169–70) had contested Ault’s interpretation of these 
koprones (stone-lined vats), they have since accepted Ault’s interpretation (as 
reported in Ault, 1999).

Next, we can highlight the most recent detailed discussion articles on the ‘manur-
ing debate’, significantly emanating from two leading ethnoarchaeologists of 
Greece. Hamish Forbes’ 2012 and 2013 papers review, directly and at length, the 
evidence from historical sources, archaeology, and ethnography for manuring prac-
tices in Greece (Forbes, 2012, 2013). Forbes concludes that, as quantified models 
demonstrate, the high levels of ‘background’ found in many survey projects are best 
interpreted as the result of artefacts, at low levels, being inadvertently incorporated 
in manure. He criticizes much of the relevant literature on Greek survey for failing 
to distinguish between what we have termed the ‘site halo’ and the genuine off-site, 
which were generated by different processes. On Pettegrew’s theory that the wider, 
landscape-scale off-site carpets are simply traces of innumerable peasant shacks, 
Forbes comments that even the smallest regularly inhabited settlements were likely 
to leave a footprint of artefacts that, in most situations, would be recognizable using 
normal surface survey methods. The further claim by Pettegrew, that some farm-
steads might have lasted only one or two decades, fails to recognize the complex 
use-lives documented for those few ancient farms that have been excavated—here, 
we can indeed confirm that very few ancient Boeotian rural sites did not have mul-
tiple periods of use, including phases of non-residential or ‘taskscape’ function (we 
give examples of several sites in the Hyettos countryside in the  forthcoming volume 
cited earlier). The idea that an even carpet of sherds originated from numerous low-
level artefact clusters, generated by short-lived habitations, depends in part on post-
abandonment agricultural practices evening out the original peaks and troughs of 
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artefact deposits across the landscape. Such a process would require very substantial 
degrees of lateral displacement of sherds across agricultural land, presumably over 
several tens of metres, via the action of ploughing, but all the experimental evidence 
demonstrates far more restricted spatial dispersion. As for soil erosion having the 
same effect, the Methana geomorphological study (James et al., 1994), focusing on 
this aspect of ‘site smearing’, had found that erosion there was unlikely to be a factor 
affecting sherd distributions—even less so in other survey areas with more moderate 
slopes by comparison with those on Methana.

After a renewed calculation of the ethnographic evidence for domestic waste in 
manure middens, Forbes was able to conclude that exceptional levels of background 
artefacts, reported for off-site carpets, do indeed seem to reflect increased levels of 
artefact inclusion in manure. Yet these high levels turn out to be credible, even in 
terms of relatively low levels of artefact inclusion in the organic waste used as com-
post or manure for intensive manuring. We should add here, however, that Forbes 
specifically excludes consideration of the impact of urban manuring in Antiquity, 
since his modern parallels only relate to villages and farms—although these latter 
contexts can already generate sufficient artefactual input for typical manure carpet 
densities. The vast majority of waste objects, Forbes argues, remained on the site 
or were disposed of around its periphery. This we can again confirm from Boeotia, 
from the remarkably high levels of surface ceramic densities still remaining within 
our ancient cities and medieval villages, that also formed the source for the exten-
sive off-site carpets.

A second expert ethnoarchaeologist of Greece, Paul Halstead, covered much of 
the same ground as Forbes in a paper entitled ‘The Sh** that you find on the sur-
face: Manuring and field survey in the Mediterranean countryside’ (Halstead, 2018). 
Interestingly for our assumption of a Boeotian urban manure radius of up to 2 km, 
Halstead writes that, in recent Greek practice, draught or pack animals often carried 
manure just a few hundred metres, and rarely more than 2–3 km. We can add to Hal-
stead’s comments, that Bogaard (2012) cites ethnographic evidence from Spain for 
a pair of draught cattle hauling 250 kg manure to the fields, in contrast to the 30-kg 
basket-loads carried by women in Nepal.

Re-examining the calculations of Alcock, Cherry and Davis (1994), as Forbes 
had done, he finds their results too pessimistic in respect of the productive manur-
ing of estates, identifying no argument to question the widespread and routine use 
of field manuring in Antiquity, even if distance and density were limited by logisti-
cal costs: ‘There thus seems no reason to doubt that the widespread off-site scat-
ters in Boeotia result primarily from middening and thus support Snodgrass’ inter-
pretation of most Classical–Early Hellenistic rural sites in that region as farmsteads 
from which land was cultivated fairly intensively over a radius of up to 250 m or so’ 
(2018, p. 159). Halstead reiterates some key points made in his earlier papers on 
traditional Mediterranean farming (e.g. Halstead, 1987). As these will take our dis-
cussion in innovative directions, I shall return to them in a later section of this paper 
covering contrasted modes of farming the landscape connected to social class.

What we shall call the ‘Halstead model’ contrasts two farming systems: one is 
the ‘traditional’ Greek farming system, with cereals plus vines and olives as the 
main crops, complemented by transhumant pastoralism. This has a low potential 
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for village-based field manuring using animal midden material, is under-productive 
and depends on a two-year fallow system. The second system is one of rotation of 
grain with pulses and with livestock in small local herds, so that farm-based manure 
is available: this is more intensive and needs more labour, but is more productive. 
The nucleated traditional village pattern suits the former model, while the spread 
of ancient farms, even if only seasonal, suits the second one, and can explain their 
associated off-site scatters (Halstead, 1987). As with Forbes’ models, however, Hal-
stead’s do not add the specific additional scenario of ancient towns dominated by 
commuting farmers, which we can observe are an even more potent source of field 
scatters than rural sites.

Reassessment is also having an effect on weakening the sceptical position in 
the ‘ancient manuring debate’. In the original assessment of their  Nemea Survey, 
Alcock, Cherry & Davis (1994, pp. 157–65) claimed that off-site carpets were all-
but absent; those that were observed were explained as due to ploughing, weather-
related factors, and the amount of pottery discarded during ancient work in the 
fields. The offsite finds were said to be only Classical rather than Roman or Medi-
eval; in only rare locations they might have been the result of intentional manur-
ing, and even there other explanations could be invoked. Subsequent work now calls 
this into question: Christian Cloke’s doctoral dissertation and a recent paper deriv-
ing from it (Cloke, 2016, 2021) focussed on the rural survey data from Nemea, and 
presented an exhaustive analysis of the ceramic finds and their locational properties. 
For the Greco-Roman periods that most concern us, Cloke concludes that Classi-
cal Greek finds are indeed notably confined to sites and their immediate surround-
ings. Artefact clusters here thus appear mainly to be associated with places of habit-
ual or intensive activity—sites—but of smaller size than carpets: in other words, 
he identified farm sites and their associated haloes. By comparison, land use had 
by the Late Roman period expanded considerably, with signs of activity no longer 
constrained to defined sites and their immediate outskirts, but spreading over wider 
tracts of the landscape; this trend had already begun in Early to Mid Roman times. 
A spike in offsite sherd finds of Late Roman date, and the conclusion that scatters 
of such material seem to be the product of manuring, now places the advent of truly 
intensive agricultural exploitation of the land towards the end of the timespan under 
consideration—namely, in the 4th to 7th centuries AD. Then, we do witness off-
site manure carpets at Nemea. He links this inferred intensification of farming to an 
expansion in the size of the associated town of Phlius, which has its own peripheral 
manuring zone, and to the spread of rural commercial villa estates, each with its 
own manuring sector around it.

Further Considerations

I must, in way of commentary at this point, note that there are still central research 
issues that remain to be addressed. One relates to the implications of the recogni-
tion, shared by all Mediterranean survey specialists, that we never find all the sites 
in any district. This essentially relates to small and not very long-lived rural sites, 
particularly in remoter periods of the past. Much of this seems due to archaeological 
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filters, such as sites obscured by vegetation, buried by slope wash, or under allu-
vium, or surface loss through erosion on steep and over-cultivated terrain, other sea-
sonal and year to year changes in forms of agricultural use, and finally (relevant 
to some phases) the issue of assemblages with easily fragmenting ceramics. Revis-
its of any surveyed landscape in later years invariably reveal that some previously-
recorded sites have been obscured or destroyed in this way, while new small sites 
have appeared. In so far as this concerns the off-site, the implication is that it may 
contain sites which are ‘invisible’, either permanently or temporarily, at the time 
of first recording (as was also pointed out in the Mesopotamian context by Jason 
Ur: Ur, 2009). Yet although this process of obscuring is certainly general, there are 
overwhelming reasons to limit the contribution of such factors to the creation of the 
off-site carpet, especially in the phases when such carpets were mainly created in 
the Greek landscape. Sites of the Greco-Roman and High Medieval eras used con-
siderable quantities of tile in their rural buildings, and their ceramics are well-fired 
and plentiful, so that even small rural sites, when regularly cultivated, will produce 
a distinctive surface signal. Since recognition of sites is achieved through ceramic 
density contrasts, but more particularly through spotting freshly-broken, larger pot-
sherds brought up recently from sub-surface occupation levels, it is unlikely that, 
in areas of good visibility and constant soil disturbance, most or even very many 
small sites escape detection. It is rather in those survey sectors with low visibility, 
or forms of land management likely to obscure or even destroy the surface record 
(e.g. vineyards), where we find the frequent situation, as Graeme Barker described 
it for Italy, of sites that go on and off ‘like traffic-lights’ (Barker & Lloyd, 1991, p. 
5). Nonetheless in full-cover landscape survey (as opposed to the selective survey of 
open cultivated fields), poor visibility transects or those with negative geomorpho-
logical history can easily constitute a significant percentage of the terrain covered, 
while Barker’s cyclical appearance and disappearance of sites following variations 
in land use are also characteristic of the Mediterranean landscape. In Testing the 
Hinterland for example (Bintliff, Howard & Snodgrass 2007, p.147), we suggested 
that perhaps as many as one half of small sites were missed in our single sweeps of 
the countryside. However the surface area of such minor rural sites takes up a tiny 
proportion of the ancient settled landscape.

Equally important is a critical and often neglected point, made in both Wilkin-
son’s and our own work, that the dominant form of the sherd carpets is that associ-
ated with urban centres, covering several square kilometres of continuous landscape 
immediately around them—a feature, as we have just noted, impossible to recon-
struct as a virtually unbroken surface of missed rural sites. The fact that these car-
pets blanket the most important fertile land, closest to the town, merely increases the 
implausibility of the view that they represent settlements, rather than intensively-
fertilised ‘bread-baskets’ for the city’s inhabitants.

In this survey of the ‘manuring debate’, we have seen that early research, well 
before our own work in Boeotia, had already laid a firm evidential basis for inter-
preting widespread, low-density sherd carpets as primarily created by artificial rub-
bish disposal for manuring purposes. The work of Wilkinson gave such a thorough 
documentation of this, and refutation of alternative explanations, that the recent 
debate in Greece has never called his research into question. The continuation of 
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Wilkinson’s heritage in Boeotia has merely enhanced the range of case-studies 
and added detail to the interpretation. The attempt to show that, even though field 
manuring was practised in Antiquity—which has never been in question—the quan-
tities of artefacts likely to become incorporated in this fertiliser could never achieve 
the levels found in the off-site carpets, has been comprehensively refuted by Ault, 
Snodgrass, Forbes and Halstead. Finally the key case-study cited by the anti-manure 
lobby, the Nemea Survey, now appears to document systematic, large-scale manur-
ing in Late Roman times.

Midden Creation Past and Present

Let us now introduce case-studies which document the process of midden-creation, 
since the dispersal of such resources in the field demands a necessary phase in which 
rubbish settles and is converted into useful manure, before being applied to the culti-
vated land (Jones, 2004).

Haselgrove’s survey in the Aisne Valley in France showed that prehistoric and 
ancient communities were removing their rubbish to the settlement periphery 
– what we call the ‘site halo’ zone (Haselgrove, 1985). The Laconia Survey, Greece, 
used phosphate analysis to clarify human impact at its Greco-Roman surface sites 
(Cavanagh et  al., 1988). It found that geochemical traces of anthropogenic soil 
enhancement spread well beyond the site core defined by high artefact counts. This 
was attributed to such phenomena as open animal pens, rubbish tips, manure heaps, 
and other non-structural concentrations, stated as a local parallel to what we had 
defined in Boeotia as the ‘site halo’. In Normandy, manure pits of Iron Age date, 
full of animal bone and ceramic waste, were excavated and their form and contents 
found to be similar to what can be deduced from Early Modern descriptions of farm-
yard manure; they thus could be linked to wider evidence such as extensive offsite 
scatters around Iron Age settlements, indicating that manuring played a fundamental 
role in the Gallic agrarian system (van den Bossche & Marcigny, 2010). Study of 
refuse disposal at the Czech Neolithic settlement of Bylany built on the recognition 
that ‘in pre-industrialized, agricultural populations, refuse consists mainly of kitchen 
scraps, human and animal waste, ashes, discarded work items and everyday tools, 
and abandoned dwelling, working and storage structures or parts thereof.’ (Kvetina, 
2010, p. 339). The Bylany data documented how refuse tended to be deposited on 
the periphery of the occupation zone. The author noted that this accorded well with 
ethnographic data which demonstrates the widespread application of a principle of 
least effort, with people discarding rubbish nearest to their areas of residence and 
activity; in phases of lower population, however, refuse was deposited in empty 
house lots, as also attested in ethnographic sources (cited in Kvetina, 2010).

De Haas (2012) cites excavations (e.g. the Villa Regina near Pompeii) for the 
discovery of middens, enclosures and vineyards of Roman age, where assemblages 
match refuse deposits from the sites themselves, indicating that kitchen rubbish was 
spread as fertiliser. Excavations outside the Roman town of Corinium in England 
revealed a large rubbish dump outside its walls during the Imperial period (Holbrook 
et al., 2013). The excavated Medieval village of Diepensee near Berlin provided new 
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insights into variations in rural disposal practices (Civis, 2013): here, organic waste 
such as animal bone was seen as undesirable and carefully removed to the surround-
ing ditch, whereas broken ceramic was (unusually) considered of no interest for 
further disposal and left to lie in the soil of the house areas, where it was ground 
ever smaller by the passage of people and animals. Theune (2015) provides further 
insights from a Central European perspective, observing that a family in pre-Modern 
times needed just two to three years to create a cubic metre of rubbish, including 
faeces: when excavations reveal vast amounts of rubbish, we see how easily this 
accumulated over generations. In 14th-century Nürnberg much of the rubbish was 
being thrown over the city wall and Zürich also offers archaeological confirmation 
of this practice. Whereas metal and bone saw regular recycling, repairs to ceramics 
were rare and, once broken, these made up masses of waste debris, some of which 
was used in construction work. Theune (2015) finally notes that the small, abraded 
sherds found in Central European rural expanses can be attributed to manuring.

Emmerson (2020) has found that piles of garbage lay outside the city walls amid 
tombs on Pompeii’s outskirts, some of these waste piles being several metres high, 
stacked along almost the entire external wall on the city’s northern side. She argues 
that this was not just simple refuse-disposal, but the creation of recycling foci for 
reusable materials. Structural foundations in the town included tiles, broken pottery 
and other recycled materials plastered-over to create a clean uniform surface: these 
contained the same sandy soil found in the rubbish piles outside the city, implying 
that trash was sorted regularly and resold to be used inside the city walls. Never-
theless, garbage was also ubiquitous in the city centre, contradicting the assump-
tion that rubbish lay outside the wall because it was intolerable within the town. 
Considering differences between deposits found across the city, Emmerson argues 
that the material represents refuse at various points in Pompeii’s waste stream, in 
which rubbish first accumulated within properties or on the streets just outside them, 
before being moved to larger spaces such as abandoned lots or, in the greatest quan-
tity, open areas in the city’s suburbs. Yet these extramural deposits were not, like 
modern landfills, located in neglected places just to remove waste from the living 
space of the city. Instead, the garbage accumulated in active zones that served as 
staging grounds for cycles of use and reuse. The suburban setting was ideal, where 
rubbish could be sorted, stored, and gathered in sufficient quantities to become valu-
able, with easy access to roads and highways. So, one individual might have paid to 
have human waste removed from her cess-pit, while another could have bought it to 
fertilize a farm or garden.

The accumulation of rubbish within house-lots, left unoccupied when parts of a 
town are abandoned was also noted by Fentress in her study of the ‘failed town’ of 
Cosa in Italy (Fentress, 1994); while Johnson (2010) maps the increasing penetra-
tion of urban waste into abandoned urban spaces in the Late Antique townscapes of 
Rome and Milan.

A detailed examination of the marketing of urban human waste in Early Modern 
Edo/Tokyo was published by Tajima (2007). City dwellers sold this resource (‘night 
soil’) as agricultural fertiliser to farmers or their agents (indeed, a similar practice is 
known from ancient Greece: Ault, 1999), being one of the key sources for villages 
on the urban fringe, which in turn were vital to the provision of food for the city. In a 
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parallel study, Ishigami (unpublished conference presentation) notes that pits where 
other waste products were dumped (household rubbish including ceramics and tile), 
either for recycling or for manuring in the countryside, have been documented and 
excavated in every part of Edo.

In Western Europe, we might consider waste disposal to the fields as a past prac-
tice, but it still plays a major role in other parts of Europe and on other continents, 
as discussed by Pearce (2008, 2013). Each of us produces on average 500 litres of 
urine and 500 kg of faeces per year, containing enough nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium nutrient for 200 kg of cereals. Since the 1890s, for example, most of the 
sewage from Mexico City has been piped to the fields of Tula valley, more than 
100,000 ha in extent. Many other global cities without sewage systems still have 
human waste collected: for example in Bangalore, sewage goes first into drying pits 
to concentrate the nutrients, assist spreading, and kill off pathogens, before direct 
field use in the dry season. About half the fields in urban vicinities in developing 
countries are irrigated with raw sewage, while an estimated 20% of the world’s food 
is grown in such peri-urban areas.

Recent Survey Data Supporting Manuring

It remains to offer a more general review of how survey projects in other parts of 
Europe and the Near East have dealt with their off-site finds, since the Greek debate 
took off in the 1990s. Did the controversy close down all meaningful study of off-
site finds, as we saw in the case of the Potenza Valley or Homs projects? Or has the 
literature rejected the Wilkinson-Boeotia model since 2000, even while its oppo-
nents have come up with nothing conclusive to replace it?

In this section we shall introduce additional studies, published within the same 
period as our own published applications of the ‘manuring model’, and the subse-
quent associated debate on the validity of our model. Some of these specifically 
respond to those discussions between 1994 and 2002.

The Alto-Medio Polesine survey project near Venice (Balista et al., 1990) found 
that, outside settlement areas, there were constant low-level ceramic finds, which 
could represent manure mixed with rubbish, a technique used till recently locally. 
The Gubbio Survey in Italy (Stoddart & Whitbread, 1991; Malone & Stoddart, 
1994) mapped an intensively-farmed, manured landscape around the Roman town 
of Gubbio, with an absence of manure scatters in the pastoral zone of the uplands, 
while in the wider lowland the off-site varied in correlation with rural estate centres, 
indicating the practice of variable forms of land use. Medieval manuring scatters 
were also recorded around the contemporary town. In the Czech Republic, the well-
made Medieval and Post-Medieval ceramics survived well in surface soils, allow-
ing surveyors to record both rubbish dumps and manuring scatters throughout the 
region (Kuna et al., 1993). The Ager Tarraconensis Survey in Spain interpreted its 
Roman off-site scatters as most likely created by manuring (Carreté et al., 1995). On 
Cyprus, the Akamas Survey (Hayes, 1995) reported that a seemingly interminable 
scatter of sherds covered almost the whole survey area of 36  km2. It was argued that 
the principal process behind this had been the spreading of midden material and 
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animal manure on the former fields. Analysis of ancient terraced fields, with their 
sherd content, pointed to phases of expansion and contraction of intensive land use 
over the last 2500 years. Soil pits showed that erosion and other factors could be 
ruled out.

The Alisar Survey, Turkey, found a zone of scatters around the eponymous tell, 
supporting Wilkinson’s manure model (Branting, 1996). In Greece, the Berbati 
Survey mapped Late Bronze Age off-site scatters, suggesting that manuring of the 
fields closest to settlements could account for this. The High Medieval era also saw 
a general background scatter across almost the whole survey area (Wells & Runnels, 
1996). In the very course of the survey, they also found contemporary evidence: 
piles of sheep manure containing household debris, including sherds. The Methana 
Survey (Mee & Forbes, 1997), as noted earlier, contrasted the high off-site densities 
in the lowlands, created by manuring out of numerous ancient farmsteads, with the 
uplands where thinner populations managed large-scale numbers of stock and had 
sufficient animal manure to remove the need to use domestic waste in the fields.

Bakels (1997) reviewed evidence for the prehistory of manuring in the Nether-
lands. An early example from the Late Neolithic was a buried field with ard-marks, 
covered with domestic waste including ceramics. Bronze Age case-studies included 
settlement ditches used as middens, associated with buried ploughed fields, both 
including domestic refuse. Parallels were drawn with the Neolithic Swiss lakeside 
village of Weier, where it had been shown that domestic human and animal waste 
was transported to terraced fields. Bakels returned to this topic recently with addi-
tional evidence (2018). Stable isotope analysis of Bronze Age cereals in the Neth-
erlands revealed high values of δ15N. Cultivation of the same cereal species under 
controlled circumstances indicated that this showed that the prehistoric cereal fields 
must have been manured. Reconstruction of the size of the arable fields and of live-
stock numbers suggests that animal dung cannot have been the only source of fer-
tiliser: application of household waste and mud from ditches is proposed (sherds, 
bone and charcoal are found in sealed Bronze Age arable fields, a feature of the 
north-western Netherlands). Large-scale mapping of such fields, now below peat, 
confirmed that they did not overlie settlements; and the even spread of the debris 
evidenced the careful dispersal of household waste. A further test of the isotope sig-
nature for manured fields was carried out in the Czech Republic, and has found iden-
tical results to those of Bakels for the maintenance of soil fertility in prehistoric and 
Medieval times (Dreslerova et al., in press); however, owing to the poor survival-rate 
of prehistoric as opposed to Medieval ceramics, the ceramic manuring carpets sur-
vive only for the latter period in this landscape (as was noted earlier in Kuna, 2000).

In Early Modern Scotland, abandoned rural settlements have been studied using 
geoarchaeological and soil science approaches. As population grew, additional soil 
fertility was needed and this was met through manuring, using a wide range of 
organic materials, as well as human and animal waste products from the settlements 
themselves (Entwistle, Abrahams & Dodgshon 1998, 2000; Entwistle, Dodgshon & 
Abrahams 2000; Davidson et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2009). Such manure began in 
the byres or houses, was then moved to yards and gardens, and was finally spread 
on to the arable land. Each of these stages created a detectable geochemical soil 
signature, with enhancement values declining at each stage, down to the unmanured 
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parts of the outfield. In Southern Italy, the Basentello Survey (Small et  al., 1998) 
revealed Iron Age manuring from the site of San Felice. Mattingly (1999) disputed 
the proposal by Alcock, Cherry & Davis (1994) that off-site carpets were not the 
sole or obvious product of manuring, finding wide support for a correlation between 
higher levels of background noise and the most intensively cultivated parts of the 
landscape. On the Riu Mannu Project, Sardinia (van de Velde, 2001), sherd mapping 
of Punic and Roman date could identify farmyard or garden areas, then beyond them 
an almost continuous carpet, which could represent manuring. These carpets could 
not be due to smearing in later land use, as they were period-specific. In the environs 
of the Minoan Bronze Age settlement of Pseira on Crete, prehistoric terracing was 
in use throughout this era, attested by excavation and embedded ceramics. Lipid and 
carbon analysis confirmed that a highly-structured pattern of manuring had taken 
place on these terraces during this period, utilising human excrement and domestic 
waste from Pseira village (Bull et al., 2001; Bull & Evershed, 2012).

One of the most thorough investigations of ancient manuring appeared in the 
doctoral thesis of Laure Nuninger (2002) on the settlement and land use history of 
Languedoc. We quote:

However, one field remains little exploited: the study of ‘off-site’ surface data. 
These data, sherds with abraded edges, relatively sparse, can be interpreted 
as the remains of the scattering of domestic rubbish and agrarian manuring. 
[Cependant, une piste demeure peu exploitée: l’étude des indices ‘hors-site’ 
repérés en surface. Ces indices, des tessons aux bords émoussés, relativement 
épars, peuvent être interprétés comme des vestiges d’épandage de déchets 
domestiques et de fumures agraires.] (Nuninger, 2002, p. 159).

Nuninger dismisses erosion as a significant factor, noting the even spread over 
vast surfaces and the association with recorded sites. Palaeosol studies showed 
that manuring began as early as the Early Iron Age, whilst environmental analy-
sis supported artificial soil enhancement. Mapping these sherd carpets by period 
brought additional insights. The Early Iron Age carpets are patchy and follow the 
dispersal pattern of sites, then the Middle Iron Age marks a slight decline in the 
off-site, followed by a Late Iron Age to Early Roman re-expansion of both indica-
tors. She matched ethnographic models to the spatial analysis of the off-site car-
pets, linking their formation to manuring, with radii that reflected the respective 
sizes of their originating settlements. Interestingly the largest pre-Roman sites are 
given an impact radius of 1500–2000 m, recalling the scale of Boeotian Classical 
urban manure haloes at Thespiai, Tanagra and Hyettos. This work in Languedoc has 
been furthered by Ouriachi and Favory (2020), who have mapped areas of scattered, 
very broken, eroded and worn material, as the record over time of the most intensely 
manured areas fertilized by organic matter. The spatial connection with the networks 
of habitats is noted as highly significant.

In Turkish Thrace, manuring scatters were identified through intensive survey for 
the Early Bronze Age and Roman eras, distinct from site haloes (Erdoğu, 2003). The 
Sydney Cyprus Survey in its final monograph (Given & Knapp, 2003; cf. Given, 
2004) recorded a very early example of areal manuring, again from the Early Bronze 
Age, then recurrent widespread manuring carpets for the Classical and Roman eras. 
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Instances of Roman date were up to 3 km across and essentially covered the best 
arable land, while their contexts ruled out dispersal by erosion or ploughing. The 
haloes around Medieval to Modern villages were however more confined, and were 
taken as evidence for a major  focus of manuring in the infield zone only (as we 
found for the villages of Medieval Thespiai and Medieval Hyettos in Boeotia). Also 
in Cyprus, the Palaipaphos Survey produced a mostly continuous background scatter 
from the Roman era around that urban site, attributing it to probable manuring and 
waste disposal from this town (Rupp, 2004). Away from the coastal plain, there were 
usually no such scatters. The Konya Plain Survey in Turkey (Baird, 2004) identified 
dense rural settlement during Late Antiquity, associated with surrounding artefact 
scatters, once more interpreted as manuring.

One of the most penetrating and innovative studies of off-site manuring appeared 
in 2004, and dealt with Medieval archaeological and textual evidence from the Eng-
lish Midlands (Jones, 2004). The aim here was to go beyond the recognised site and 
manure zonation from surface sherd densities (presented so far in this review), so as 
to reveal subtle changes in medieval manuring strategies not just over time but also 
between different arable farming regimes. These systems, such as infield/outfield 
cultivation, open-field farming, demesne blocks, and assarts, can all be character-
ized by the manuring strategies that they deployed, and identified from the signa-
tures these have left in the ground. The plotting of ceramic manuring scatters thus 
permits a detailed mapping of each component of the medieval arable zone, leading 
to a more comprehensive reconstruction of the medieval rural landscape than has 
previously been attempted. Thus, as we have seen commonly elsewhere, changes in 
the distribution of domestic pottery mapped outside the villages showed an increas-
ing extension of the arable land across the High Medieval era, while the scale of 
each community could be correlated with the density and scale of manuring. But 
additionally, shifts from distinct plots, one per family, marked by light manure cover, 
to denser carpets could be correlated with the creation of blocks of open field strips 
manured by many families. Interestingly, it was argued that élite landowners pos-
sessed large flocks and thus did not need to accumulate domestic waste for manuring 
their own fields.

Jones returned to these themes in his edited volume Manure Matters (Jones, 
2012a, 2012b, 2012c). The separating out of different types of waste is most visible 
on high-status Medieval rural sites, related to the quantities of organic waste pro-
duced by such households, to where it was generated (separate buildings for people 
and animals, separate food preparation areas) and to the space available to store it. 
Waste was very differently generated on peasant holdings, invariably leading to an 
immediate integration of household and farmyard materials into a single compos-
ite mix. The typical peasant manure mixture was an amalgamation of all available 
materials, hence discarded domestic vessels became incorporated within it. This is 
a crucial understanding, since pottery survives in the fields and is easily detected in 
archaeological survey. By contrast, seigneurial manuring, as a result of the different 
pathways of dispersal, did not need to include such fragments. The identification 
of the two manures—peasant and seigneurial—the first of which commonly con-
tains pottery, while the other which tends not to, tells us that when the diagnostic 
medieval pottery scatters are encountered, this is evidence not for the full extent of 
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cultivation at any one time, but rather for the manuring activities of the medieval 
peasantry.

The Moncayao Survey in Spain (Wilkinson & Gerrard, 2005) recorded a halo of 
manuring debris around existing settlements, beginning in the late Medieval period 
and continuing into the Early Modern era. The South Picenum Survey (Menchelli, 
2008) noted that, around Roman villas, vast offsite pottery scatters were usually 
found, produced by manuring and other agricultural activities. The Sagalassos Sur-
vey investigated the landscape in the close environs of that ancient city (Martens 
et  al., 2008), linking olive presses and manuring scatters to indicate intensively 
cultivated gardens and orchards. Chemical analysis of animal bones from the city 
suggested that, in the Early Roman period, flocks were pastured in the more distant 
landscape; whereas in Late Antiquity, high levels of pollution in the archaeologi-
cally recovered bones pointed to animals being brought to graze in the same urban 
periphery, which was enriched with city waste. More recent results from the Sagal-
assos Rural Survey (Vandam et al., 2019) record its outer territory: marginal land in 
the Taurus Mountains, which was taken into cultivation in Late Antiquity. Ancient 
terraces here, rich in ceramics, charcoal, bone and human waste indicators from geo-
chemical analysis, are seen as probable manuring indicators.

In Israel, the survey between Sepphoris and Nazareth (Dark, 2008) identified 
Roman and Late Antique settlements with spreads of material surrounding them, 
especially on ancient built terraces, that were presumed to represent fields manured 
with domestic waste. Kaptijn’s survey in the Jordan Valley identified manuring 
episodes for the Early Bronze Age, the Late Roman and Mamluk (Medieval) peri-
ods (Kaptijn, 2009). She also recorded site haloes which she attributed to plough 
smearing and the intense manuring of infield gardens, significantly noting that Early 
Modern villages lacked haloes since they lacked peripheral garden zones. The recent 
mining of tells for fertiliser (Arabic sabakh) had occurred, but could be detected 
through the multi-period off-site deposits around these tells: these were distinct from 
landscape carpets of a single phase which represented genuine outfield manuring 
with contemporary settlement waste (as Wilkinson, 2003, had also noted). Ethno-
historical records support the latter practice. Parallels were drawn with the Wadi 
Feynan survey, also in Jordan, which had documented extensive off-site manuring 
in the Early Bronze Age, the Iron Age and the Late Roman period. Interestingly, the 
combination of intensive surface recording with historical air photos enabled Kap-
tijn to tie small, dispersed clusters of Modern material culture to transitory Bedouin 
camps.

Poirier et al. (2010) summarised the archaeological evidence for manuring from 
various regions of France. A review of several study areas showed that the spread of 
such intensification increased from the Iron Age to the Modern era, and its mapping 
allowed the important inference that regions were out of step in the degree to which 
they were intensively farmed. Poirier returned to this topic more recently in rela-
tion to survey in the Garonne region (Poirier, 2018). Alongside the ancient authors, 
medieval Carolingian sources also advised manuring, which included all household 
rubbish. The close association of yards and byres with residences explains the incor-
poration of the inorganic waste. ‘Considering all these arguments, we can conclude 
that the off-site material collected during field-walking surveys may indeed reflect 
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the location of intensively cultivated areas’ (Poirier, 2018, p. 42). Also in France, 
Trément presented an analysis of surveys in the Auvergne (Trément, 2011). Elevated 
off-site scatters of worn fragments, continuous and covering vast areas without foci, 
were seen as clearly due to ancient manuring, especially during late Iron Age and 
Roman times. Some notable peaks around sites were probably gardens, found also 
for Medieval–Modern villages, and confirmed by palaeobotanical findings. A GIS 
study showed a close association of sites with manured areas.

The Nepi Survey in central Italy mapped an off-site urban halo, fluctuating in 
density and extent from later Republican times to Late Antiquity (Mills & Rajala, 
2011). The Guadiana Survey in Spain (Herrera et al., 2011; Mayoral Herrera et al., 
2012), explained low-density Roman off-site scatters as in part created by manur-
ing in an intensively-cultivated landscape. In many areas, there was a carpet of very 
homogeneous surface finds, 90% of it being made up of roof tiles and traditional pot-
tery dating from the last 100 years: this was the residue of manuring. The oldest liv-
ing farmers explained this practice, which only ceased in the 1970s when industrial 
chemicals took over the role. The Pontine Survey in Italy (de Haas, 2011, 2012), 
revealed haloes around Roman sites, interpreted as rubbish dumps and manured gar-
den plots; then beyond, lower-density off-site scatters were primarily attributed due 
to manuring. Within these latter, interestingly, small peaks with more varied finds 
and larger fragments were considered to mark foci such as sheds or local middens, 
as well as eroded sites. The extent of the wider carpets ruled out erosion or plough-
ing as causes. Variations in time indicated that some areas were only manured in 
Republican times, while with others it continued into the Imperial era. The Path-
ways to Complexity Project surveyed three different regions of South and Central 
Italy, including the Pontine region, to trace the rise of the Roman Empire, arguing 
for a general intensification of agricultural production over time, based on their off-
site manuring scatters (Attema & Burgers, 2010). The Dzarylgac Survey Project in 
the Crimea (Bilde et  al., 2012) found that Classical Greek sites possessed haloes, 
beyond which a consistent off-site scatter showed land use attributed to manuring 
and other forms of discard. In the light of Pettegrew’s theory (cited earlier), we can 
note that this project’s discovered Greek farm sites were generally poor in material 
culture. Early Modern off-site material was also found to be ubiquitous and could 
be shown to emanate from the recent settlement nuclei. The Troodos Foothills sur-
vey in Cyprus identified Iron Age to Greco-Roman manuring off-site, punctuated 
by likely rural sites (Fall et al., 2012). On the Northern Plateau in Spain (Garcia-
Sanchez & Cisneros, 2012), off-site studies over 10  km2 showed the low quality of 
the sherds, with distance decay from settlements conforming to the manure model. 
Land use intensification under Roman rule formed a first wave, followed by a second 
wave in Medieval to Modern times, when the landscape was recolonised after the 
Christian Reconquest.

In 2013 there appeared an exhaustive, long-term study of the archaeology of 
the English village of Shapwick, in south-west England (Aston & Gerrard, 2013). 
The spreads of Roman off-site pottery were remarkably even, implying control 
over land use and refuse disposal—thus not marking the infield halo, but from the 
open outfield. This was also concentrated at a certain altitude, pinpointing the main 
arable zone, while absence of pottery suggested pastureland. From Early into Late 
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Medieval times, off-site scatters demonstrated that a first system, of household-
manured arable infield and pastoral outfield, was transformed later into a wider, 
intensively-cultivated arable landscape, as population rose (compare our discussion 
of Jones, 2004, above). Massive quantities of Early Modern pot, brick, tile and slates 
showed the continuation of this practice into later times: the sequence was con-
firmed by textual sources and toponyms. One of the techniques used in this project 
was widespread test-pitting, both within traditional villages and in the rural zone. 
Other applications of medieval village research, in various regions of England, had 
already demonstrated that the types of pottery, sherd size and degree of abrasion 
could distinguish areas of elite and peasant settlement or manuring (Catling, 2010; 
Jones, 2004).

Meanwhile, for purposes of wider geographical comparison, we should cite the 
Erbil Plain Survey in northern Iraq, which recorded high off-site densities, conform-
ing to the reported generalisation that, all across northern Mesopotamia, the terrain 
between sites is covered with a scatter of artefacts, best interpreted as the result 
of manuring (Ur et al., 2013). So too, even further afield, we should introduce the 
remarkable evidence for land-use intensification in the pre-Columbian Amazon for-
est, a region with naturally poor soils (Golinska, 2013). Here anthrosols have been 
recognised and mapped, called ADE (Amazon Dark Earths), containing large num-
bers of pottery sherds and concentrated organic matter. They can cover 6–18   km2 
of forest and were located by past or recent traditional settlements. In the 1960s, 
in this vast tropical landscape, Sombroek  identified two zones around prehistoric 
settlements, one with dark earths containing large numbers of sherds and organic 
matter (terra pretas), in settlement-rich areas. The settlements were kept clean and 
their discarded waste products went into peripheral middens and then gardens and 
orchards, and other forms of intensive cultivation. The second was a purely ancient 
cultivation anthrosol (terra mulata). This was found further out in the community 
outfield cultivation zone, and had far less household rubbish in it. Kawa (2016) cal-
culates that an area of 40 ha of such ‘anthrosols’, 1m deep, could feed 5000 people. 
It seems that from the 1st mill BC onwards there occurred a major expansion of 
population in the Amazon based on farming, but the formation of the ADE soils 
occurred later, presumably as a result of this increasing population pressure on less 
than ideal soils.

The Alcoi Valley Project, in Iberia (Grau Mira, 2014), studied the Late Iron 
Age landscape, finding that there was a close relationship between the fields sus-
ceptible to intensive farming practices and the dispersed artifact scatters, and that 
manuring should be considered the cause of this pattern, as erosion and other natu-
ral mechanisms were tested and ruled out as causes. Moreover, manuring had till 
recently been a common traditional practice in orchards, irrigated fields, and other 
small plots within the study area, as ethnohistorical studies had indicated. It was 
proposed that the stimulus for Iron Age agricultural intensification was that farm-
ers were forced to satisfy tribute demands, in the framework of a new patron-client 
relationship in Iberian society. Meanwhile, a Danish field system was being investi-
gated, archaeologically and through phosphate and trace element analysis (Nielsen 
& Kristiansen, 2014). This could be dated to the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages 
through its incorporation of ceramics, along with animal bone and hearth debris. 
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Study confirmed that the fields had been manured with domestic waste and animal 
manure. The Vardar Valley Survey in Macedonia (Donev, 2015) identified possible 
Iron Age and High Medieval, and confirmed Roman and Ottoman-to-Early Mod-
ern manuring scatters, with support for the latter period from local ethnographic 
accounts. Occupation sites possessed radial offsite zones, while in some other areas, 
instead of off-site scatters, there were small satellite sites around larger foci. The 
scale of manuring impact, just as predicted by Wilkinson, varied with site size. The 
Politiko-Troullia Survey on Cyprus (Ridder et al., 2016) enlarged our concept of the 
‘site halo’ around this Bronze Age village. The site and its halo covered 18ha, with 
the latter stretching a couple of hundred metres around the village and providing 
evidence of metal-working installations, agricultural processing and perhaps social 
activities.

In the volume The Rural Economy of Roman Britain (Allen et al., 2017) it was 
stated that Roman sherd scatters in Britain showed substantial investment in fer-
tilising the land, most likely linked to a perceived decrease in soil fertility due to 
over-exploitation in the Early Imperial period. In several cases, Roman field systems 
with embedded sherd scatters could be demonstrated. Presenting survey results from 
Essex, England, Medlycott (2018) discussed Medieval and Early Modern evidence 
for manuring based on the dispersal of ceramic and tile, commenting on its useful-
ness for delineating changes in the extent of agricultural areas over time. In Spain, 
the Segisamo Survey supported the manuring interpretation for the Roman urban 
centre and surrounding rural sites. Although there were other factors behind the gen-
eration of the off-site, the case for manuring was judged to be the dominant one 
(Garcia-Sanchez, 2018).

It is an important part of the argument for the manuring case, that these off-site 
carpets can reflect atypical periods in the history of certain regions of agricultural 
intensification; and this can find support in the complementary cases where the phe-
nomenon did not occur (e.g. the Diepensee village study cited earlier). The San Gio-
vanni Survey in Italy discussed the potential models to explain off-site finds, but 
no homogeneous carpets to indicate manuring were detected in this area. Instead, 
localised variations in the off-site marked farm and burial sites (Waagen, 2014). So 
too, in a survey of mountain uplands in south-eastern Spain, Reyero et  al. (2018) 
contrasted the widespread evidence for manuring practices in late Iron Age lowland 
Spain, with this more marginal zone where such scatters are absent, arguing for 
extensive rather than intensive farming, and with livestock-raising focused on mere 
subsistence needs.

Conclusion

Artificial field manuring in archaeological contexts has been attested since the early 
20th century, but it was the large-scale landscape work of Tony Wilkinson in the 
1970s and 1980s that brought a new scientific rigour to its recording, as well as 
a solid theoretical basis for its significance for economic and social prehistory and 
history. My own application around several ancient cities in Central Greece since 
the 1970s has seen some critique, but sceptics can be seen to have increasingly 
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recognized the general validity of the model, and have still to provide convincing 
alternatives for these offsite phenomena. In contrast, this review has made abun-
dantly clear that landscape archaeology throughout Europe and further afield, has 
provided a very extensive body of case studies for land-use intensification employ-
ing household waste as field  manure, detected through surface ceramics and geo-
chemistry as well as ethnohistoric records. Most recently anthropologists and histo-
rians have suggested further insights into manuring, which allow us to infer social 
class contrasts and variations in settlement economics behind different patterns in 
the surface archaeological record.
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